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Disclaimer

• I talked to people from both Passport Parking and the City of Raleigh, 
and what I am about to discuss is not an application flaw in Passport’s 
app nor any municipal system.



Relevant background

• I am a Security Engineer by trade

• I live in Raleigh, NC
Population: ~467,000

• Raleigh uses Passport Parking to 
handle metered parking downtown

• NC allows special characters in  
personalized license plates

• Mine has a ‘$’ in it

• In 2018 I got a parking ticket in 
Scotland the first time I parked the 
rental car



Scenario – Present day

• I drove to city hall for a meeting

• I’m parking in a 1-hour metered 
parking zone directly across 
from the building

• The meeting starts at 1:30 and I 
may need to be there longer than 
an hour

• Raleigh has Passport parking so 
the app will notify me and I can 
top off the session… right?



1. I buy an hour of parking, it expires



2. I attempt to renew, and am blocked



Let’s go back in time
What would we have done prior to 
Passport implementation in 2019?

• Put some more quarters in the meter

• Move the car a few spaces over

• Rub a chalk line off your tire



Hacking around the limitations
Starting with a deep dive into NC License Plate syntax



Side note: 0s and Os are the same 

character in North Carolina
Source: NC DMV



Source: NC DMV



Key takeaways

1. A special character is the same 
as a space, and a space is the 
same as nothing at all

2. Every license plate number 
with a special character in it can 
be expressed 3 different ways



Let’s try the same plate another way (no ‘$’)

Wife’s 
car

It works!✅



Thinking and going beyond

• Every non-personalized, non-
specialty plate in North Carolina 
has a hyphen in the middle

• This means every standard issue 
NC plate can be expressed as 3 
valid numbers

• Not every parking system can 
handle all the characters, so you 
need to know the other forms of 
your plate number



Other considerations

• Os and 0s are the same in North Carolina

• Specialty plates have their own formats



Prepare for unforeseen consequences

What happens if parking 
enforcement comes around?

• If:
The detected plate exactly matches a 
paid plate, you’re good

• If else:
The parking staff does a manual check

• Else:
You get a ticket

• Raleigh writes <5% of people parking 
each year a citation (~1.5 million 
transactions, 40-60k citations)

Workaround: The appeals process

• Sometimes people pay the zone next to 
the one they’re parked in, but it’s an 
easy mistake

• Don’t want to ticket Purple Heart 
veterans for missing the little “PH” on 
their plate

• 60% of appeals are accepted



Taking an economic view

• In many cities, parking falls under 
the police department

• Police enforce rules against people 
who break rules

• Levying parking fines increases 
revenue and creates a feedback loop

• Raleigh’s goal: treat parking as part 
of the transportation network

• Parking fees do not feed into law 
enforcement funds



Systems architecture and design

• Everything is an economic lever 
that can be adjusted

• Parking spaces, lots, and garages 
are nodes within the system

• Garages incentivize longer-term
parking than street parking “at 
the door”



Looking forward – The Customer Journey

• Your goal within the transportation 
network is to get to your destination

• You want to do your shopping, eat
dinner, and go home

• In the future, can your navigation 
take you to the best spot for your 
goal?

• Can your car drive you to the best 
parking spot, or drop you off and 
find it itself?



Bonus content
Not specific to Raleigh



Fun new developments

• California approved digital 
license plates in October 2022

• A company called Reviver is 
currently approved 



But did you hear the onions are coming back

Source: /u/adaptiveLA on reddit.com/r/costco



What if there were emojis?

source: https://www.ocregister.com/2017/11/02/if-your-license-plate-has-a-star-or-heart-do-you-list-it/



Case Study: Maryland Pay-by-Plate

✅❌



Case Study: Maryland Pay-by-Plate

1. You figure out the right syntax 
to enter your license plate 
number

2. Now you pick which “Plate 
Type” you have



View Source

• Right Click > Inspect Element

• There are 300 options in this list

• Which one is “normal car”?



Case Study: Maryland Pay-by-Plate

• Napkin math:

• 5 options visible at a time

• ~300 options once NC is selected

• = 60 unique sets of 5 to check

• = 3+ minutes of scrolling and 
reading in a tiny selector box

• This still assumes you know that
Maryland calls our “normal car” 
license plates
“PER - PERMANENT VEHICLE”



• What happens for other states?

• The state with the highest 
number of vanity plates*:

1. Virginia

• Virginia has over 250 styles of 
plate to pick from

* According to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanity_plate



Final thoughts

A lot of security concepts carry over into parking management:

• Entitlements – by space (old way) vs. by car (new way)

• Automated detection and handling false negatives

• Rules-based enforcement that can be hard to apply consistently across 
different vendors and tools

• Input validation and sanitization

• End-user awareness and training

• Regulatory requirements



That’s all, folks

Special thanks to

• The City of Raleigh

• Passport Parking

Contact info

• michaelrudden.com

• @michaelrudden on Twitter
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